Lacrosse Goal
(LCG)
Installation Instructions

Hardware Parts List:
-

(8) 3/8-16 X 3/4” Bolt, SS
(8) 3/8” Flat Washer, SS
(8) 3/8” Lock Washer, SS
(1) Net
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Assembly:
1. Begin by sliding the goal frame down over the pins and bolt to the ground bars,
using (2) 3/8-16 X 3/4”, (2) 3/8” flat washers & (2) 3/8” lock washers (Fig 1 & 2).
Leaving bolts loose.

Figure 1

Figure 2

2. Align the ground bars using the gusset and installing the (4) 3/8-16 X 3/4” hex
bolt, (4) 3/8” flat washers, & (4) 3/8” Lock washers (Fig. 3&4).

Figure 3

Figure 4

3. At this point all hardware can be tightened
4. The net can now be attached by using the nylon rope to secure it to the net-bars,
starting in the back, and working forward until you have completed the entire goal (Fig 5)
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Figure 5
5. Recheck all fasteners for tightness and ensure net is tight to the goal at all locations.
Assembly complete.
6. To safely transport goal always use two people, as lacrosse goals are both awkward
and heavy.

Safety Suggestions:
1. Never attempt to move goal with one person.
2. Verify that goal location is flat and that the game is supervised.
3.

Goal should be checked prior to each use; verify that all fasteners are in
place and tight, and that the net is tight to the goal.
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Optional Wheel Kit:

Figure 6

1. Slide the wheel support over the lacrosse goal ground bar

2. Insert the axel through the wheel and flat washer, then through the wheel support,
and insert the tethered pull pin to secure the wheel and support in place.
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3. Repeat procedure for the other side of the goal.

4. Assembly Complete

REPLACEMENT PARTS
Contact Sportsfield Specialties Customer Service at 1-888-975-3343 for replacement
hardware.
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Sportsfield Specialties, Inc.
P.O. Box 231
41155 State Highway 10
Delhi, N.Y. 13753
Phone: 888-975-3343
Fax: 607-746-8911
www.sportsfieldspecialties.com
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